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In her poignant account, Julie Obradovic discusses her heart-rending have a problem with her
daughter’s autism and her subsequent quest for answers. The accounts takes its visitors
through the political, historical, and scientific developments behind the best medical
controversy of our time, including: The findings of the vaccine damage compensation
program Investigations of CDC fraud and the subsequent congressional hearings and findings
The identical outward indications of autism and mercury poisoning Eyewitness reports of
households and educators The author’ Unwilling to give up, however, Obradovic began
fighting, finding a treatment for her daughter and going to campaign on behalf of others.s
battle to present her point of view and the backlash intended to silence it Ultimately, An
Unfortunate Coincidence can question the readers to have a closer look at the evidence
uncovered by a decade of analysis and decide how many coincidence claims they are ready
to acknowledge. She reveals the feelings of unhappiness and helplessness brought on by the
medical diagnosis and her initial inability to get help. An Unfortunate Coincidence may be the
consequence of this fight.
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Haunting, informative and energizing The story of how Julie's girl Emma regressed into autism
brought tears to my eyes. Vivid, sad and haunting. As a professional who works with children
and families, I have seen the harms due to the environment and bodies getting overloaded
with poisons. The tales have the same elements: our ignorance of the environmental toxins
our kids face, belief in vaccines, the arrogance and full ignorance of our doctors, and blame of
the mother. Attributing Emma's complications to Julie's “stress and anxiety" is classic and
wrong.Julie could help her daughter get over the worst of the autism symptoms, which are
after all the consequence of massive systemic inflammation. Couldn't put it straight down! She
actually is meticulous in attention to detail and rendering it obvious that this is just what
occurred, what they learned so when a reasult everything you can learn which means you
need not endure the same hard and largely avoidable health crisis - called autism.Because of
her daughter's issues, Julie has been section of the autism community for over 10 years and is
an expert on autism. I HIGHLY recommend this book to all parents I HIGHLY recommend this
reserve to all parents. Eric Gladen and his movie Trace Amounts; Dan Olmstead and Tag
Blaxill who started the Age of Autism web site.Her theory is that autism is the result of
environmental toxins, especially mercury and lightweight aluminum, coupled with the
inflammation due to vaccines. Everyone should read this publication!For me personally, the
book was a page-turner;!!! In the event that you pay attention to most doctors and .This book
takes the reader on the journey the writer was taken on as her child regressed into autism plus
they fought to regain this child's health.. As a pediatrician of 30 years, I've seen the autism
epidemic first hands. We went from never viewing this in the 1980's when it was 1/10,000 to
now everyone knows somebody with autism, it is reported to end up being about 1/50 kids in
the USA, and sadly way too many have the serious regressive type that steals their language,
their entire future and leaves these kids in pain and endless suffering, as Julie highlights in this
amazing book. If you listen to most doctors and mainstream press outlets, you might think
autism is rare, and due to genetics, parental age, so when the title of this book suggests is
normally "An Unfortunate Coincidence".. Any parent or future mother or father should read this
as it is very very clear what you can do to minimize the chance your child eventually ends up
regressing into autism.There is ample science burning the ideas Julie Obradovic presents, but
this is just one single story, their story. Emma still has sociable deficits, but exists, aware, and
will share her life with her family members and (rare) friends. If you have a child with autism, a
kid with any chronic illness or are preparing to having children, that is a must-browse. This
mom bravely shares the chronicle of ..! So protocols that reduce inflammation, and enhance
the absorption of nutrients, might have profound effects. Exceptional read. This mom bravely
shares the chronicle of her daughter's downturn in health and subsequent analysis of
regressive autism (the type that is related to illness, not really the already-wired-up-thatmethod Asperger's brand).! Captured in an instant in the history of modern medicine that's
making so many children in our country sick, she lays out the argument for taking a less
aggressive approach to vaccination. Her call-to-action includes honest vigorous safety
evaluation of childhood vaccines and displays very clearly why that simply isn't happening
and why parents are pushing back again against the established public health firms whose
mandate would be to protect ALL kids.! She’s worked with some of the important people
trying to improve awareness of the autism epidemic: Robert F Kennedy Jr and his work to
remove Thimerosal from vaccines; Thought provoking. Well crafted. Excellent. Couldn't put it
straight down! This is simply not and anti-vaxxer's publication. I Cried a whole lot as it was so
much like my very own. Recommend for every mother who's or has truly gone through and

viewed your child suffer and slip into autism. It is sadly comforting to know we are not only- a
s that our feelings good or bad are quite normal under these situations.May you all continue
steadily to fight hard each and everyday for your son or daughter. Wonderfully written and a
must- read for anyone seeking to understand the non-public effect of having a kid on the
spectrum. Thank you Julie Obradovic!! Hopefully, this will enlighten others from what has
occurred to a era of children.! exciting and compelling..! as Julie points out in this amazing
reserve. Bravo to Force-of-Nature-Mom Julie Obradovic!Essential go through for parents and
parents expecting. A moving and compelling first-person account inside the autism epidemic.!
The search for answers from what contributed to her daughter's regression into autism would
lead her to discover the implications mercury, infections, and other toxins have in causing
autism in a subset of kids. While many argue that is controversial, one thing is obvious:
mercury is normally a known neurotoxin. Many thanks, Julie, for posting this poignant,
sometimes unpleasant, but ultimately hopeful accounts of your lives. Excellent! Fantastic
book about what it's like to have a child with autism. A new publication by James LyonsWeiler, developing in November, The Environmental and Genetic Causes of Autism, supports
her tips, citing thousands of peer-reviewed scientific research. I could not put it down!! That is
an essential topic that should be discussed, not really swept beneath the rug. Compelling.
Recommend this emotional and informative book of one mother's journey inside the autism
epidemic. Highly recommended.!! Not just that, she tells it like it is when a parent questions a
doctor's wisdom in the face of mother- and grandmother-wisdom and evidence to the
contrary about a particular child--hers. Thank you! Personal, Yet Factual This book is sad, but
eye-opening. Good read Easy read. When among every 50 kids is on the spectral range of
autism,and the figures are climbing, families want answers now! Must-read Compelling book.
Parents it's essential read! Now I have to go browse it once again. Great valuable information
What an incredible book! I could not put it down! Julie clarifies in detail what we proceed
through with a kid that has been poisoned by her very own doctors, the machine and the
medical community: this mother sees the connection between the wrong treatments supplied
and her baby's declining health but is quickly dismissed by the "authorities". She did what she
was told by the doctors, professionals, teachers, and psychologists, and her baby simply kept
getting sicker until she regresses into autism. This is enough to drive any mother crazy. All
along she refused to trust her mommy gut and her close family "mothers" that kept telling her
something is not right. Making an awesome comeback, owning her right of a mom to heal her
kid, she embarks on a trip to recover her daughter from one of today's scariest epidemics:
AUTISM. From the pleasure of a new kid, to the helpless terror of viewing that kid slip away, to
the horrors found out behind the greatest medical holocaust of our period, to the tiniest
glimmers of that thing that so quite a few families cling firmly to. Essential read for mother
warriors I loved this reserve! This is full of details, dates, statements and studies by doctors
and scientists about this issue, written with clearness and a lot of heart.! It is the same tale told
by a large number of other parents, and yet each child is precious, each loss horrible and
tragic. This is actually the author's story, but also the story of several others out there. I highly
recommend reading not only for this family's encounter, but also as the facts presented in this
reserve can help people make smart choices and limit exposures to toxins once we see fit. I
am talking about this reserve with many close friends, family members, and clients. Five stars
arent enough for this masterpiece! Excellent read. Obradovich has masterfully found a way to
elicit the full gamut of feelings from the reader. Julie does an excellent work at detailing
what's wrong with the system and how exactly we can protect our children from metal

poisoning...hope, she grips your center through her words from the first page to the last.
Purchase two copies, because you'll know someone who needs this, but you will also want to
hold on to it for the wealth of information she's painstakingly provided. Bravo! Five Stars Very
interesting
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